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In today’s evolving threat landscape, protecting 
digital information is a priority – and in some cases, a 
requirement. Complying with industry and government 
security requirements, though, can be complicated as 
your technology footprint moves beyond your corporate 
walls. You need a partner that understands your security 
obligations and can help you fulfill them. 

Tevora IS that partner. Our consultants have the extensive 
security knowledge and experience needed to assess 
your compliance readiness; implement the appropriate 
security controls, policies, and processes; attest to your 
adherence to the defined requirements; and transform your 
compliance requirements into a competitive advantage.

FTC Decision and Order Assessment Support Services
Federal

Compliance with FTC decision and order requirements requires an 
independent examination and evaluation of a company’s in-place 
security program and controls. Tevora’s partnership approach 
provides the solution needed to meet your long-term FTC 
assessment requirements.

How Tevora Helps You Comply with 
FTC Assessments

• Qualified staff with CISSP, CISA, GIAC 
certifications

• Established organization with 15+ 
years of experience to support your 
long-term security needs

• Aligned to NIST 800-30 assessment 
process, recognized by the federal 
government

• Experienced at conducting FTC 
ordered assessments

• Covers the Administrative, Technical 
and Physical safeguards required for 
your assessments

• Provides certified attestation reports 
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Need a different kind of Assessment?  

Please refer to our datasheets for other Assessment and  
Compliance products:  

     •    Enterprise Risk Assessment 

     •    GDPR

     •    HIPAA

     •    HITRUST

     •    ISO 27001 Risk 

     •    PCI DSS

     •    SOC 1 / SOC 2

     •    Vendor Risk Management 
About Us
Founded in 2003, Tevora is a specialized 
management consultancy focused 
on cybersecurity, risk, and compliance 
services. Based in Lake Forest, CA, our 
experienced consultants are devoted to 
supporting the CISO in protecting their 
organization’s digital assets. We make 
it our responsibility to ensure the CISO 
has the tools and guidance they need 
to build their departments, so they can 
prevent and respond to daily threats.

Our expert advisors take the time 
to learn about each organization’s 
unique pressures and challenges, so 
we can help identify and execute the 
best solutions for each case. We take 
a hands-on approach to each new 
partnership, and –year after year –apply 
our cumulative learnings to continually 
strengthen the company’s digital 
defenses.

Go forward.  
We’ve got your back.

Our Purpose
To protect the world from 
cyberthreats. 

Insightful Advice
Expert Resource
Confident Delivery


